INTRODUCTION
Hospitalization of infants and children is an important component of the costs of providing health care funded by governments and other agencies. In developing countries and among other disadvantaged populations, childhood respiratory infections, diarrheal disease and malnutrition contribute to a high burden of illness and deaths [1] . Pediatric hospitalizations characteristically comprise a major budgetary item for governments, international health agencies and other health care providers. Therefore, comprehensive and accurate information about inpatient length of stay (LOS) should be a high priority for health planners and administrators in the strategic planning and deployment of financial, human and physical resources for these and related agencies [2] [3] [4] [5] . In addition to resource allocation and quality control, there is also patient interest in anticipated dates of discharge [6] . However, pediatric LOS guidelines such as those developed by Milliman and Robertson are not rigorously evidence-based, but often drawn from benchmarking comparisons between institutions or group consensus rather than from epidemiologic data [7] [8] [9] .
A comprehensive analysis of pediatric LOS has important implications in various aspects of health care management. In particular, the determination of patient-related characteristics affecting LOS can assist pediatricians to optimize care and rationalize their medical practice [3, 4] . Moreover, performances of hospitals or plans, in terms of LOS, are not directly comparable without adjustment for patient casemix [10] . But the skewness of the LOS variable poses a problem for statistical modeling and analysis [7, 11] . Current trimming methods to discriminate outliers from normal-stays are determined arbitrarily and without theoretical support [12] . In analyzing pediatric LOS, outliers, defined as the 2% of discharges with the longest LOS, are often excluded [7] . However, the choice is arbitrary and selection of an appropriate exclusion threshold can be difficult in small sample situations especially for complex diagnoses or conditions.
The objective of trimming in conjunction with a transformation (such as logarithmic) is to minimize the effects of extreme outliers and to attain the normality assumption on the LOS distribution, so that linear regression analysis can be applied. In this paper, a robustified hierarchical modeling approach is suggested as an alternative to linear mixed regression when analyzing heterogeneous LOS data. An empirical data set on pediatric LOS for infants admitted for gastroenteritis is used to illustrate the practical applications of the methodology.
METHODS

Linear Mixed Regression
When analyzing patient outcomes such as LOS, observations collected from the same hospital are often correlated. The dependence of clustered data (patients nested within hospitals) can lead to spurious associations and misleading inferences drawn from the standard regression model. A linear mixed regression model has been suggested to account for such dependency [10] . With the prediction of random hospital effects as a by-product of the model estimation process, hospital or plan performance can also be quantified and assessed. In view of the positive skewness of the empirical distribution, it has been suggested that the linear mixed regression model be applied to the logarithm of the trimmed LOS [10] . relates the mean LOS to the covariates and random hospital effects via a link function [14] .
Model fitting and parameter estimation can be performed simply by invoking the SAS procedure GLIMMIX [13] .
In the presence of extreme outliers, robust estimation for the gamma mixed regression model has been recommended to lessen their influence [15] . To achieve robustness in each iteration of the estimation procedure, whenever the standardized residual or hospital effect exceeds a prescribed boundary, its value will be replaced by the bound, thus limiting the effect of aberrant observations or hospitals on the regression coefficients. In statistical terminology, a bounded function is imposed to robustify the likelihood function so as to accomplish a desired degree of robustness in the model fitting. The most popular bounded influence function for robustification is the Huber ρ-function, whereas other bounded and redescending functions such as the Tukey biweight and Hampel piecewise linear functions can be used [15] .
It should be noted that the robustified adaptation could render estimation of the gamma mixed regression model less statistically efficient. This is the tradeoff in avoiding potential spurious associations and misleading inferences induced by the LOS outliers. In general, a statistical efficiency of 90% can still be retained by adopting a Huber ρ-function with boundary value 2.
Therefore, the boundary value of 2 is used in our empirical study. The robustified modeling approach appears to be a suitable alternative to analyze the clustered and skewed pediatric LOS without the need for arbitrary transformation and trimming of the data.
RESULTS
Gastroenteritis is an infectious disease prevalent among infants and children worldwide, especially in developing countries [1, 16] . It is often associated with malnutrition and For this sample of infants admitted for gastroenteritis, the LOS ranged from 1 to 56 days and the median stay was 2 days. The empirical frequency distribution in Figure 1 shows that the LOS variable is positively skewed (skewness = 5.75). In order to minimize the effects of extreme outliers and to avoid analytical problems, the literature has suggested trimming LOS observations prior to statistical analysis [10] . The Western Australia health department currently uses a casemix funding formula for pediatric diagnoses whereby additional payments are made for high-LOS outliers 3 times the average LOS (ALOS). Consequently, the complete sample as well as the trimmed samples with thresholds set at 5, 7 and 10 days (3*ALOS) are considered, the corresponding patient characteristics and descriptive statistics are given in Table 1 . For the complete sample, significant association was found between race and place of residence, as 80% of the indigenous patients resided in rural or remote areas of the State.
[ Figure 1 and Table 1 about here]
Results from fitting the linear mixed-effects regression models to the logarithm of LOS are summarized in Table 2 . It is evident that the subset of significant co-morbidities (dehydration, failure to thrive, iron deficiency anemia and infections) is sensitive to the magnitude of trimming used. The robust gamma mixed regression model with logarithmic link function is also fitted to the non-trimmed and untransformed LOS data. The logarithmic link function is adopted so that parameter estimates from the linear and gamma mixed regression models can be compared on the same scale. The robust fit generally agrees with the complete sample linear mixed regression with regard to the effects of the identified factors except dehydration. [ Table 2 about here]
The robustified modeling approach also provides information on differences in medical practice and discharge policy among hospitals. The random component σ u estimate of 0.134 confirms hospital discrepancies as a relevant attribute of LOS variations. For linear mixedeffects regressions, however, it can be seen from Table 2 that this source of inter-hospital variations becomes negligible as the magnitude of trimming increases.
DISCUSSION
Gastroenteritis is prevalent among Australian Aboriginal infants and children and is a major cause of their hospitalization in Western Australia [17] . In the empirical study, infectious diarrheal diseases resulting in hospital admission were considered. Cases of mild gastroenteritis not requiring hospitalization were thus excluded. The proportion of episodes captured by the hospital admission data for the cohort was about 80% of the total number of notifications of enteric infections among infants less than one year old during the same period, based on data extracted from the Western Australian Notifiable Infection Disease Database (Communicable Disease Prevention and Control, Department of Health, Western Australia) [17] . We note that dehydration as co-morbidity was present in 27.8% of the infants at their initial admission for gastroenteritis. Dehydrated patients tended to stay on average 1.2 days more in hospital, but the evidence of the association between dehydration and LOS remains inconclusive. Oral rehydration therapy has been used successfully to treat mild to moderate diarrheal diseases in developing countries for more than thirty years and is now becoming more acceptable as appropriate therapy in the United States [18] . Children who present early for treatment for gastroenteritis and who are only mildly dehydrated, and do not have complicating co-existing illnesses, can often be rapidly rehydrated and managed in a nonhospital environment and later supervised in less expensive and more child-friendly settings [19] . However, data comparing the differences in treatment between those diagnosed as dehydrated and those without dehydration were not available for further assessment.
The identification and quantification of risk factors affecting pediatric LOS, after adjusting for random hospital effects, are important for clinical practice, discharge planning, and health care management of patients. By targeting relevant factors influencing LOS, appropriate policies can be developed to manage the hospital care and the health care resources effectively, as well as the early prediction of infants requiring a longer period of hospitalization. The information obtained also assists in the planning of hospital bed requirements. In addition, early identification of children at high risk of prolonged LOS will allow physicians to treat them more aggressively, and permit their families to estimate the costs of hospital care and the anticipated day of discharge.
The robust gamma mixed regression advocated here represents an evidence-based and more practical way of analyzing LOS than the standard linear mixed regression approach. The advantage is that transformation of LOS and trim points for long-stay outliers need not be defined a priori and arbitrarily. Instead, all observations contribute to the estimation of model parameters. Gamma regression is also more appropriate statistically than linear regression for small or moderate sample sizes when the normality assumption cannot be satisfied. 
